Glazed Partitions
T Wall conveys a sense of openness through the extensive use of glass with a minimum number of posts.

Large format, frameless sliding glass doors allow officed staff to minimise the barriers between them and open plan staff.

Traditionally frameless glass systems have been very expensive and relied on structural support from the ceiling above. T Wall eliminates the need for this through the introduction of a structural transom, allowing greater modularity and significant cost savings.

Standard Finishes:
- Anodised Aluminium
- ‘Mannex’ White Powdercoat Aluminium
- ‘Mannex’ Black Powdercoat Aluminium

- Eco Cert.
- Guarantee Period: 10 Years
- Continuity of Supply Period: 15 Years
- Lead Time: 4 - 6 Weeks
- Design and Manufacture: New Zealand
Technical Drawing: Standard Profiles

- **HEAD GLAZE 1:1**
- **POST SPACERS 1:1**
- **DOOR JAMB 1:1**
- **POST 1:1**
- **TRANSOM 1:1**
- **FLOOR GLAZE 1:1**
- **SLIDING TRANSOM 1:1**
Function Wall is a system of clip-on panels that integrate with T Wall, typically used where increased privacy or additional functionality is required. Function Wall can be tiled to suit requirements with a custom t-edge utility channel typically fitted to the upper edge of the tiles.

This houses a wide range of accessories from the Logic and Logic Air Accessories ranges such as paper trays, pen buckets, accessory trays, copy holders.

- **Standard Finishes:**
  - Fabric (Customer Specified)
  - Melteca
  - Polished Aluminium

- **Eco Cert.:**

- **Guarantee Period:** 10 Years

- **Continuity of Supply Period:** 15 Years

- **Lead Time:** 4 - 6 Weeks

- **Design and Manufacture:** New Zealand
T Wall Function Wall

**Technical Drawing: Section View**
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Store Wall
Store Wall modules are positioned on the centre line of the partition effectively “infilling” sections of wall. As well as reducing cost this creates an integrated aesthetic, and saves space by utilising the footprint of the wall itself for storage.

Store Wall modules can be oriented all facing in a single direction, or alternated to face in both directions. Where the back face is presented into an office or open plan space, this can be manufactured with a whiteboard, pinboard or other utility surface.

Full acoustic sealing is used around the perimeter of the Store Wall modules to minimise potential sound transmission.

Standard Finishes:
- ‘Mannex’ White Powdercoat Aluminium
- ‘Mannex’ Silver or Black
- Natural Anodised

Eco Cert.

Guarantee Period: 10 Years

Continuity of Supply Period: 15 Years

Lead Time: 4 - 6 Weeks

Design and Manufacture: New Zealand